
hat the Court deny Azbell’s Requst for Review and enter judgment in 

the Commissioner’s favor.  Azbell object to Judge Hart’s Report & Recommendation.  

The Court overrules Azbell’s Objections and adopts the Report & Recommendation. 
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– —

—

—known as the “onset date”—

The Social Security Administration initially denied Azbell’s application without a 

–

–

noted Azbell’s history of 

–

y “minimal physical impairments.”  (

reviewer, Dr. Sandra Banks (a mental health expert), similarly concluded that Azbell’s 

–

–

 

–

– –
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including “ swelling of her legs,” morbid obesity, “PTSD, anxiety, depression, and 

OCD.”  ( –

was “intractable to improvement” and required her to “keep her legs raised 

le seated.”  ( that her history of “depression, 

anxiety and OCD” had been well

—

–

– –

Miller, Azbell’s

practitioner, to state the cause of “the severe swelling of [Azbell’s] lower extremities” 

“[f]or all periods August/September 2015.”  (

Miller attributed the edema to “chronic venous insufficiency compli

exacerbated by obesity and hypothyroidism.”  (

–74).  Dr. Miller did say that Azbell’s edema reached severe le
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at 2473).  After recognizing Azbell’s other physical ailments, 

—

—would force Azbell to miss five to six work days a month and be “off 

task” an hour or two each day.  (

Dr. Ouma’s interrogatory responses were even more perfunctory.  He responded 

that Azbell’s edema required her to keep her legs raised above waist level, he left that 

Azbell’s chances for improvement as “ .”  (

In his responses, Dr. Serota, Azbell’s psychiatrist, noted that he had treated 

impairments in certain abilities and, if so, whether those impairments were “

.”  (

Azbell had an impairment but did not describe that impairment as “marked” or 

“extreme.”  rated two impairments as “marked” and two 

others as “severe.”  ( – as “fair” or “poor” 

that Azbell had at least a “moderate limitation” in every ability.  –

And for some functions that he had earlier characterized simply as “impaired,” he now 
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checked the “marked limitation” box.  

Dr. Serota checked boxes indicating that Azbell had “a ” of abilities for 

at 2492).  Despite these inconsistencies, Dr. Serota responded that Azbell’s limitations 

had “existed ” since September of 2013.  (

–

2).  At the hearing, Azbell testified that she was “very depressed,” unable to 

at 62.)  She added that her legs had been “extremely 

swollen” “[e]very day” since August of 2015.  (

–

individual of Azbell’s age, education and work hist

–

available to someone with the described limitations who also would “be off task 10 

percent in addition to normal breaks.”  (

–

–
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were not so severe as to meet the requirements of a “listed impairment” under federal 

June 14, 2016, Azbell had the “residual functional capacity”—

—

–

–

elevate her legs above waist level, she would also be “off task fifteen percent in addition 

to normal breaks.”  ( –

Once the Social Security Appeals Council denied Azbell’s requested appeal, the 

ALJ’s decision became the Commissioner’s final –

Commissioner’s decision.  

denying Azbell’s request for review and 

R. 1, ECF No. 18.)  Azbell now objects to Judge Hart’s Report & Recommendation, 

ing that Judge Hart overlooked three of the ALJ’s errors.  (Objs. to R. & R., ECF 

A district court “may accept reject, or modify, in whole or in part, the findings 
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and recommendations made by the magistrate judge.”  28 U.S.C. §

portions of a magistrate’s recommendation to which a party timely objects.  

That said, even absent objections, courts should give “reasoned consideration” short of 

“the entire 

record and applicable law” despite the lack of objections.

The Commissioner’s decision and findings are conclusive “if supported by 

substantial evidence.”  42 U.S.C. § ld “is not high.”  

, 139 S. Ct. 1148, 1154 (2019).  It requires only “such relevant 

might accept as adequate to a support a conclusion.”  

U.S. 197, 229 (1938)).  “[M]ore than a 

mere scintilla” of evidence will suffice.  

ioner’s.  See Chandler v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec.

–9).  Specifically, she says that her medical records and Dr. Miller’s and Dr. 

In resolving Azbell’s Objections, the Court reviewed 
law; it gave “reasoned consideration” to unpreserved issues.
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Ouma’s interrogatory responses proved

forced her to elevate her legs “at least four times a day for twenty minutes each,” which 

put her “off task” more than fifteen percent of the workday.  (

octors’ opinions 

“controlling weight” if well

–

evidence entitled the ALJ to discard her treating physicians’ 

she “would not have been off task more than fifteen percent” from September of 2015 to 

the ALJ’s 

Azbell’s edema fluctuated in severity over

she had “mild bilateral ankle edema.”  (R., Vol. IX, at 386, ECF No. 10

–

– Azbell herself remarked at the time, the “swelling 

[was] intermittent.”  (

–

“report[ed] that her swelling [was] much improved,” an assessment her doctor 

–

records also reveal that Azbell’s doctors did not instruct her to 
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issipated as Azbell reported that she had been doing “a 

lot of walking” just a few weeks later.  (

“walk[ing] a lot” through late April of 2016.  (

–21).  Only on June 14, 2016, did doctors instruct her to “elevate her 

feet”

– – supports the ALJ’s 

pinpointing June 14, 2016, as the date that Azbell’s ede

Dr. Miller’s interrogatory responses did not oblige the ALJ to reach a contrary 

responded that, “to help reduce swelling,” Azbell had to elevate 

her legs “at least four times a day for twenty minutes each.”  (

But as the ALJ observed, Dr. Miller provided neither “a function function analysis” 

nor “support ”

unclear that Dr. Miller’s responses addressed Azbell’s then

address Azbell’s condition “[f]or all periods August/September 2015 to present,” (

Azbell’s present condition, –

nstance, asked:  “When seated does [Azbell] need to keep her legs raised to help reduce 
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swelling?”  ( at 2473.)  Dr. Miller’s answe :  “Yes—

minutes 4x/day.”  

Miller’s interrogatory responses controlling weight.  

Dr. Ouma’s responses are of even less help to Azbell’s objection

Azbell in October of 2017, so he could not opine as a treating physician on Azbell’s 

from the medical records as to the severity of Azbell’s edema pre

— —Azbell’s swelling required her to 

)  And contrary to Dr. Miller’s pessimistic 

— —rated Azbell’s chances for impr

“ .”  ( )  These responses cast no doubt on the ALJ’s finding that Azbell’s edema 

Azbell’s second objection 

–

evidence supporting the ALJ’s chosen onset date— —

–
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the ALJ’s finding that Azbell’s edema became debilitating in June of 2016. 

the ALJ to adopt Azbell’s alleged onset 

medical advisor only if “

”  Newell v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec.

– –

“seek out a medical expert.”  

Kushner v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec., 765 F. App’x 825, 830 (3d Cir. 2019) (unpublished); 

– Jakubowski v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec., 215 F. App’x 104, 

’s reject Dr. Serota’s opinion on her 

–

boxes indicating that Azbell’s mental impairments met the 

– –

Listings’ requirements.  –
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–

An ALJ must give a treating physician’s opinion “controlling weight” if it “is well 

not inconsistent with the other substantial evidence.”

Treating physicians’ opinions also ordinarily trump contrary opinions of non

physician’s opinion “conflicts with that of a non

physician, the ALJ may choose whom to credit but ‘cannot reject evidence for no reason 

n.’”  

— — “

ultimate disability and [residual functional capacity] determination.”  

properly afforded Dr. Serota’s opinion little

that Azbell’s ability to 

interact with others was merely “[i]mpaired.”  (

had “a 

instructions.”  (

Azbell’s “ability to understand, remember and apply information.”  (

Dr. Serota’s 

–
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1993) (remarking that form reports without thorough written responses have “suspect” 

9 (approving of the ALJ’s giving little weight to 

treating physician’s “internally contradictory” opinion). 

—

— Azbell’s insight and judgment as “good”

as “linear” her “good eye contact” and “cooperative” attitude”

–

Serota’s assessment of Azbell’s

–

Given this substantial contrary evidence, Dr. Serota’s interrogatory 

Sutherland v. Comm’r of Soc. Sec., 785 F. App’x

physician’s opinion because it was inconsistent with other evidence); Salerno v. Comm’r 

, 152 F. App’x 208, 209–

nlike Dr. Serota’s, Dr. Banks’

– in Dr. Serota’s and other 

octors’ treatment notes.  –
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, her opinion still merited “significant consideration.”  

F.3d at 361.  By giving Dr. Banks’ opinion “partial weight,” the ALJ appropriately

Banks’ treatment notes from Azbell’s various 

to rely on, the ALJ’s decision did not improperly 

, 174 F. App’x 
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Azbell’s Request for Review (ECF No. 14), 

Magistrate Judge Hart’s Report & Recommendation (ECF No. 18), Emily Suzanne 

Azbell’s Objections (ECF No. 19) and the Commissioner’s Response

Azbell’s Objections are 

Magistrate Judge Hart’s Report & Recommendation is 

Azbell’s Request for Review is 
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